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Anjaan is an epic movie directed by Selvaraghavan, starring an ensemble cast
including Suriya, Varalaxmi Sarathkumar, Ramesh Khanna, Devayani,

Vidyullekha Raman. Anjaan is an action movie released on 29 August 2016.
The movie's soundtrack and score were composed by Yuvan Shankar Raja and
it received positive reviews from critics. 'Anjaan' movie is a 2017 Indian Tamil-
language action drama film directed by newcomer N. Lingusamy. It features
Samantha in the title role and also stars Manoj Bajpayee, Vidyut Jammwal,
Vivek, and Madhavan in supporting roles. The film is a remake of Kannada
movie 'Anjaan' directed by Ram Gopal Varma and also starring Nanditha

Purushothaman and Harshvardhan Kapoor. The music was composed by Yuvan
Shankar Raja. Anjaan, a tamil movie, has Surya, Samantha, Vidyut Jamwal,
Manoj Bajpai as leading cast in the film. The songs from the Anjaan were

composed by Yuvan Shankar Raja. The Lyrics of the Songs from the movie
Anjaan was penned by Lyricists such as Na. Muthukumar, Viveka, Madhan
Karky & Kabilan. The movie was directed by N.Lingusamy. The tamil movie

Anjaan was released in the year 2014. Description: Anjaan, a tamil movie, has
Surya, Samantha, Vidyut Jamwal, Manoj Bajpai as leading cast in the film. The
songs from the Anjaan were composed by Yuvan Shankar Raja. The Lyrics of

the Songs from the movie Anjaan was penned by Lyricists such as Na.
Muthukumar, Viveka, Madhan Karky & Kabilan. The movie was directed by
N.Lingusamy. The tamil movie Anjaan was released in the year 2014. Most
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